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The ofrr has significantty revised its school design bulletin. At the

launch, design teams used it to explore low-energy design options

Ed ucation a[ envi ron m ents
BY SEBASTIAN MACMILLAN, NICK BAKER AND MICHAEL BUCKLEY

The desire to create a stimulating,
light, sunny, spacious and airy inte-
rior is a longstanding goal ofschool
design. Victorian schools were
notabie for tall windows and high
ceilings. In the 1980s several schools
in Hampshire and elsewhere

attempted to use solar gains for
heating, with varying degrees of
success.

Exploiting direct solar gain
requires not only south -facing glaz-
ing but also that room surfaces,

especially floors which recelve

direct insolation, are of sufficiently
high thermal admittance to absorb
the solar gains and avoid overheat-
ing. These last requirements are not
always compatible with soft finishes
needed for acoustic reasons. In
addition, excessive areas of glazing -
even when they are south-facing -
can lead to local cold radiant effects

and glare.

Glazed streets or atria can pro-
vide valuable circulation space if
unheated; but heating them to full
comfort temperature as teaching
space can turn them into an energy
penalty. With attached sun-spaces,

occupants must take action - such
as opening the dividing windows or
doors - to benefit from the solar-
heated air when it is available, and
the opposite when gains cease so as

to avoid reverse flow. Sun-spaces,

iike glazed streets, reduce the avail-
ability of both natural ventilation
and daylight to the rooms to which
they are attached.

In the 1990s higher ievels of
insulation and double glazing have

become the norm. Fabric heat losses

have reduced, so ventilation losses

have become relatively more signifi-
cant. Concern about indoor air
quality has focused attention on
adequate ventilation rates to dilute
internal pollutants. There is also

greater awareness of the cost to the
school - and of the effect on the
giobal atmosphere - of using elec-

tricity. The provision of ample and
weil-distributed daylight then is

vital, not just for the well-being of
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pupils but also on global environ-
mental grounds.

Challenging plans
The ofnr has substantially revised
its former Design Note l7 as a new
Building Bulletin - BB 87'. This
covers acoustics, lighting, heating
and thermal performance, ventila-
tion, and hot and cold water sup-
plies. It also includes a calculation
method for assessing the energy rat-
ing of different design options.
BRECSU. the agency responsible for
managing the DETR's Energy Effi-
ciency Best Practice Programme for
buildings, has recently published
good practice guides on school
design' and refurbishment'.

When the three were launched at
a series of seminars, delegates
(mostly architects) formed teams to
prepare outline plans for junior
schools following one of four broad
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approaches: compact plan, court-
yard plan, finger plan or linear plan.
An example of each is described
below.

As well as a site plan and a brief,
the teams had available to them the
LT Method for assessing strategical-
ly the lighting and thermal perfor-
mance of their designs, and the
energy-rating method from BB87

for more detailed evaluations of, for
example, varying insulation levels

and ventilation rates.

Exploring options
The compact plan wraps a corridor
around the centrally planned hall
and adjoining music room. In turn
classrooms wrap around these, fac-
i.tg south-east and south-west.
Ancillary accommodation is to the
north. The section shows how
extensive rooflighting is proposed
to both the hail and musrc room to
allow daylight deep into the plan.
The corridor is also toplit. Class-

rooms have a monopitch roofwith a

southerly overhang to reduce glare

and summer overheating. The
northern sides of the classroorns
have north-facing high-level glaz-
ing to increase the evenness ofday-
light and facilitate cross-ventilation.

The Ll predictions of primary
energy consumption and carbon
dioxide emissions are summarised
in Table 1 (excluding ancillary ener-
gy uses such as domestic hot water
and small power, or kitchens). The
LT results show this compact plan
can be very energy-efficient. partic-
ularly because of the extensive use

of rooflighting. The LT analysis

assumes the artificial lighting is off
whenever there is sufficient daylight
to reach the 300 lux threshold.
Owing to their daytime occupanc,v,
primary schools have considerable
potential lor exploiting daylight.

Table 2 explores variations on the
compact plan. The second case

shows the effect on primary energy
consumption of removing the
rooflights and introducing mechan-
ical ventilation. The third case also

assumes lights are on all the time.
These demonstrate how dramatical-
ly energy consumption can escalate

with apparently minor changes in
design strategy or building use.

Three other plans are illustrated
in the boxes, representing a court-
yard plan, finger plan and linear plan.

Table 3 summarises the annual
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Lighting
Heating

Vent & cool

Annual primary

energy use

kwhht/y
13.5

77.5
2.2

Annual co2

amissions

ks/nf/y
3.o
74.7

o.5

Variation

Original compact plan

No roofl ights, mechanical ventilation

As above plus lights always on

kWh/rr/y
93
142

183
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prrmary energy consumption and
carbon dioxide emissions for all
four designs. Predicted energy con-
sumption varies only slightly
because the pians and sections of
these small, single-storey buildings
have been successfully manipulated
to provide opportunities for day-
iight, sunshine and natural ventila-
tion. Generally in well-insulated
school buildings, heat loss is domi-
nated by ventilation, and so does
not show great sensitivity to the sur-
face areas ofthe building envelopes.

The very low lighting figure for
the finger plan is due to the 60 per
cent glazing ratio on the southerly
fagades. Although the energy perfor-
mance may appear to be good, such
a highly glazed design may experi-
ence more discomfort problems
from glare and overheating. Simple
overhangs on south fagades will help
but shading on west fagades - where
the incident afternoon sun is at. a

Iower angle - is more problematic.
Generally, adopting well-distributed
but modest glazing areas is a better
strategy than having large glazing
areas, even ifthey are south-facing.

Designs need to include realistic
assessments of how occupants will
operate services and controls. These
school plans do show that an envi-
ronmental approach to school plan-
ning need not exclude any ofthe four
generic design options. All four were
predicted to fall within BBBT's Band
A - the most energy-efficient. n
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All classrooms are oriented south-east, receiving morning
sunshine in winter, but with less risk of summer overheating
than west or south-west-facing classrooms. With a 6o per sent
glazing ratio proposed, overheating risk would need to be
checked. The section through the shallow ancilliary block
shows that rooms will receive some sunshine through high-
level south-facing windows, shielded by an oversailing roof.
North-facing walls are 3o per cent glazed, There is a reference
on the drawing to thermal mass on the north faqade, but as the
wall is unlikety to receive direct insolation it is not clear what
purpose it is expected to serye.
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All classrooms fuce due south with
other accommodation to the north.
Classrooms benefi t from northlights
above the spine corridor, which
also provide cross-ventilation. The
hall can have windows on the
north, as well as small areas facing
east and west, and it can receive
sunlight through high-level south-
hcing glazing.

hF.tE*.

The location and orientation of classrooms
is similar to the compact plan, except that
they surround a courtyard which is
enclosed on the north side by the hall and
nursery class. Again the classrooms have
a monopitch roof with southerly
overhangs, and high-level north-facing
windows. Borrowed light is proposed

from the library area. The hall is both
side-lit and roof-lit. /-----

Plan type


